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noun the o ry ˈthē ə rē ˈthir ē plural theories synonyms of theory 1 a plausible or
scientifically acceptable general principle or body of principles offered to explain
phenomena the wave theory of light 2 a a belief policy or procedure proposed or
followed as the basis of action a particular conception or view of something to be done
or of the method of doing it a system of rules or principles conflicting theories of
how children best learn to read contemplation or speculation the theory that there is
life on other planets synonyms view deduction conclusion judgment opinion thought guess
or conjecture a theory is a rational type of abstract thinking about a phenomenon or
the results of such thinking the process of contemplative and rational thinking is
often associated with such processes as observational study or research theories may be
scientific belong to a non scientific discipline or no discipline at all a formal
statement of the rules on which a subject of study is based or of ideas that are
suggested to explain a fact or event or more generally an opinion or explanation
economic theory scientific theory theory of darwin s theory of evolution have a theory
that he has a theory that the hole was caused by a meteorite theory meaning 1 an idea
or set of ideas that is intended to explain facts or events 2 an idea that is suggested
or presented as possibly true but that is not known or proven to be true 1 introduction
1 1 syntactic semantic and pragmatic views the basics 1 2 two examples newtonian
mechanics and population genetics 2 the syntactic view 2 1 theory structure per the
syntactic view 2 2 a running example newtonian mechanics 2 3 interpreting theory
structure per the syntactic view 2 4 taking stock syntactic view 3 ˈθiːəri ˈθɪri plural
theories idioms countable uncountable a formal set of ideas that is intended to explain
why something happens or exists theory of something the theory of evolution relativity
scientific economic theory the theories were tested on a sample of the population while
many conceptualise a theory as a reasonable educated guess what they re really
describing is a hypothesis i e a proposed outcome explained on the basis of limited
evidence or a thread scientific theory systematic ideational structure of broad scope
conceived by the human imagination that encompasses a family of empirical experiential
laws regarding regularities existing in objects and events both observed and posited
noun ˈθɪri ˈθiəri pl theories countable uncountable a formal set of ideas that is
intended to explain why something happens or exists according to the theory of
relativity nothing can travel faster than light the debate is centered around two
conflicting theories topic collocations want to learn more definitions of theory noun a
belief that can guide behavior the architect has a theory that more is less see more
noun a well substantiated explanation of some aspect of the natural world an organized
system of accepted knowledge that applies in a variety of circumstances to explain a
specific set of phenomena theory of everything a theory of everything toe final theory
ultimate theory unified field theory or master theory is a hypothetical singular all
encompassing coherent theoretical framework of physics that fully explains and links
together all aspects of the universe what are psychological theories by kendra cherry
msed updated on november 08 2022 reviewed by amy morin lcsw print verywell colleen
tighe table of contents view all 5 major psychological theories types of theories
purpose examples psychological theories are fact based ideas that describe a phenomenon
of human behavior a scientific theory is a structured explanation to explain a group of
facts or phenomena in the natural world that often incorporates a scientific hypothesis
and scientific laws the 1 two kinds of theory of meaning 2 semantic theories 2 1
classical semantic theories 2 1 1 the theory of reference 2 1 2 theories of reference
vs semantic theories 2 1 3 the relationship between content and reference 2 1 4
character and content context and circumstance 2 1 5 possible worlds semantics 2 1 6
russellian semantics what are theories the terms theory and model have been defined in
numerous ways and there are at least as many ideas on how theories and models relate to
each other bailer jones 2009 i understand theories as bodies of knowledge that are
broad in scope and aim to explain robust phenomena generally speaking a theory is a
rational type of abstract or generalizing thinking or the results of such thinking
theories drive the exercise of finding facts rather than of reaching goals in everyday
use the word theory often means an untested hunch or a guess without supporting
evidence but for scientists a theory has nearly the opposite meaning a theory is a well
substantiated explanation of an aspect of the natural world that can incorporate laws
hypotheses and facts physicists are on an ever urgent quest to find a fuller
understanding of what makes the cosmos tick which they call a theory of everything by
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sarah scoles albert einstein in his study at definition theory is a set of ideas or
principles used to explain or describe a particular phenomenon or set of phenomena the
term theory is commonly used in the scientific context to refer to a well substantiated
explanation of some aspect of the natural world that is based on empirical evidence and
rigorous testing
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theory definition meaning merriam webster May 02 2024 noun the o ry ˈthē ə rē ˈthir ē
plural theories synonyms of theory 1 a plausible or scientifically acceptable general
principle or body of principles offered to explain phenomena the wave theory of light 2
a a belief policy or procedure proposed or followed as the basis of action
theory definition meaning dictionary com Apr 01 2024 a particular conception or view of
something to be done or of the method of doing it a system of rules or principles
conflicting theories of how children best learn to read contemplation or speculation
the theory that there is life on other planets synonyms view deduction conclusion
judgment opinion thought guess or conjecture
theory wikipedia Feb 29 2024 a theory is a rational type of abstract thinking about a
phenomenon or the results of such thinking the process of contemplative and rational
thinking is often associated with such processes as observational study or research
theories may be scientific belong to a non scientific discipline or no discipline at
all
theory english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 30 2024 a formal statement of the rules
on which a subject of study is based or of ideas that are suggested to explain a fact
or event or more generally an opinion or explanation economic theory scientific theory
theory of darwin s theory of evolution have a theory that he has a theory that the hole
was caused by a meteorite
theory definition meaning britannica dictionary Dec 29 2023 theory meaning 1 an idea or
set of ideas that is intended to explain facts or events 2 an idea that is suggested or
presented as possibly true but that is not known or proven to be true
the structure of scientific theories stanford encyclopedia Nov 27 2023 1 introduction 1
1 syntactic semantic and pragmatic views the basics 1 2 two examples newtonian
mechanics and population genetics 2 the syntactic view 2 1 theory structure per the
syntactic view 2 2 a running example newtonian mechanics 2 3 interpreting theory
structure per the syntactic view 2 4 taking stock syntactic view 3
theory noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 27 2023 ˈθiːəri ˈθɪri
plural theories idioms countable uncountable a formal set of ideas that is intended to
explain why something happens or exists theory of something the theory of evolution
relativity scientific economic theory the theories were tested on a sample of the
population
what is a theory and why is it important to know Sep 25 2023 while many conceptualise a
theory as a reasonable educated guess what they re really describing is a hypothesis i
e a proposed outcome explained on the basis of limited evidence or a thread
scientific theory definition characterization empirical law Aug 25 2023 scientific
theory systematic ideational structure of broad scope conceived by the human
imagination that encompasses a family of empirical experiential laws regarding
regularities existing in objects and events both observed and posited
theory noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jul 24 2023 noun ˈθɪri ˈθiəri
pl theories countable uncountable a formal set of ideas that is intended to explain why
something happens or exists according to the theory of relativity nothing can travel
faster than light the debate is centered around two conflicting theories topic
collocations want to learn more
theory definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jun 22 2023 definitions of theory
noun a belief that can guide behavior the architect has a theory that more is less see
more noun a well substantiated explanation of some aspect of the natural world an
organized system of accepted knowledge that applies in a variety of circumstances to
explain a specific set of phenomena
theory of everything wikipedia May 22 2023 theory of everything a theory of everything
toe final theory ultimate theory unified field theory or master theory is a
hypothetical singular all encompassing coherent theoretical framework of physics that
fully explains and links together all aspects of the universe
psychological theories definition types and examples Apr 20 2023 what are psychological
theories by kendra cherry msed updated on november 08 2022 reviewed by amy morin lcsw
print verywell colleen tighe table of contents view all 5 major psychological theories
types of theories purpose examples psychological theories are fact based ideas that
describe a phenomenon of human behavior
what is a scientific theory live science Mar 20 2023 a scientific theory is a
structured explanation to explain a group of facts or phenomena in the natural world
that often incorporates a scientific hypothesis and scientific laws the
theories of meaning stanford encyclopedia of philosophy Feb 16 2023 1 two kinds of
theory of meaning 2 semantic theories 2 1 classical semantic theories 2 1 1 the theory
of reference 2 1 2 theories of reference vs semantic theories 2 1 3 the relationship
between content and reference 2 1 4 character and content context and circumstance 2 1
5 possible worlds semantics 2 1 6 russellian semantics
theories and models what they are what they are for and Jan 18 2023 what are theories
the terms theory and model have been defined in numerous ways and there are at least as
many ideas on how theories and models relate to each other bailer jones 2009 i
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understand theories as bodies of knowledge that are broad in scope and aim to explain
robust phenomena
what is theory oxford research encyclopedia of Dec 17 2022 generally speaking a theory
is a rational type of abstract or generalizing thinking or the results of such thinking
theories drive the exercise of finding facts rather than of reaching goals
what is a theory a scientific definition amnh Nov 15 2022 in everyday use the word
theory often means an untested hunch or a guess without supporting evidence but for
scientists a theory has nearly the opposite meaning a theory is a well substantiated
explanation of an aspect of the natural world that can incorporate laws hypotheses and
facts
will scientists ever find a theory of everything Oct 15 2022 physicists are on an ever
urgent quest to find a fuller understanding of what makes the cosmos tick which they
call a theory of everything by sarah scoles albert einstein in his study at
theory definition types and examples research method Sep 13 2022 definition theory is a
set of ideas or principles used to explain or describe a particular phenomenon or set
of phenomena the term theory is commonly used in the scientific context to refer to a
well substantiated explanation of some aspect of the natural world that is based on
empirical evidence and rigorous testing
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